
The Tekflo Eco

ULTRA HIGH SPEED
9 SEC DRYING

ECO-FRIENDLY QUIET
EASY TO 
INSTALL

VANDAL
PROOFAUTOMATIC

Product Features

� Compact ‘hands-under’ design

� Fast-drying, ultra-quiet blade-technology

• Built-in removable filter for improved hygiene
� Heavy duty Stainless Steel casing gives excellent   

 ongoing protection against corrosion and vandalism

� The automatic ‘no touch’ operation ensures impeccable  

 hygiene

• Users enjoy an ultra-fast drying time of just 9 seconds!
� Eco-mode switching allows you to tailor power    

 consumption from 420W - 1,250W
�  No unnecessary energy wastage thanks to the    

 automatic cut-off
� Easy to install and maintain

� Finishes available in Brushed Metal, Polished Chrome   

 and Arctic White

Technical Specifications

• Shell material: 304 Stainless Steel
• Standard finishes: Brushed Metal, Chrome, White
• Rated voltage: AC 220-240V
• Rated frequency: 50 / 60 Hz
• Rated Power: Variable: 420W – 1,250W
 (Switchable Motor Speed and Heating Element)

� Installation: wall mounted

• Drying time: 9 Seconds
• Air speed: 90 M/s
• Noise output: 70dB
• Operation: infrared automatic ‘no touch’
• Timing protection: 60 seconds auto cut off
• Thermal protection: cut off above 70C
• Filter: Removable hygiene filter
• Unit dimensions: 282mm W x 240mm H x 174mm D
• Net weight: 5.0 kg
• Warranty: 2 Years
• Certification: CE, RoHs
� Package contents: hand dryer, installation accessories   

 and user manual

Faster. Cleaner. Quieter. And more economical.

Here’s a dryer that really punches above its weight (and price!). The TEKFLO Eco brings together the latest hand dryer 
innovations in a truly compact dryer that’ll fit any washroom.

Housed in the traditional TEKFLO all-metal case, the Eco serves up a wealth of features from its space-saving shell, including fast 
powerful blade-style drying, eco-friendly switchable power modes (down to just 420W) and a built-in air-cleaning filter for the 
highest levels of hygiene. And of course it shares the TEKFLO family benefits of automatic operation and fast cut-off.


